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Champion Hobart Fine Food Awards 2018 & 2019  

Best In Class Australian Food Awards

Seedling
17-18 & 24-25  OCTOBER 

10AM - 4PM SELBOURNE

Get your tomato seedlings direct from the farm. Over 130 tomato varieties to choose  from. Every size and

use - fresh, preserving, stuffing, grilling and more. Get tips and  advice on what to grow and how. Other

seedlings also available. Tea, coffee and snacks available. Freeentry.

THE BIG

Sale
HEIRLOOM

Website - www.tngt.com.au

Social -
facebook.com/tasmaniannaturalgarlicandtomatoes  

instagram.com/thetng.t/

Website – www.tngt.com.au

Email - info@tngt.com.au Address - 338 Four

Phone - 0438 009 522 Springs Rd, Selbourne

PLANTING  
ADVICE

Plant your seedlings in a  warm, 

sheltered spot, in  well prepared soil, 

rich  with organic matter. Plant  

deeply, approx. 60cm apart.  Ensure 

plants are well protected from wind 

and cover  at night until all threat of  

frost has passed. Wealways  

recommend staking.

We have been growing heirloom tomatoes on our 

farm  at Selbourne in Tasmania’s beautiful 

Meander Valley  since 2010. We grow seasonally

and we grow in the soil,  using organic and 

biological methods, because that’s  when food

tastes best.

We produce approximately 150 varieties of 

tomatoes  each year, choosing our varieties firstly

for taste, but also to provide a wide range of

colour, shape, use and adaptability (to different

conditions and garden sizes). 

Last season, we grew a range of yellow/orange 

tomatoes, chosen by the Royal Tasmanian Botanical 

Gardens for their specific health benefits. We will 

continue to grow those varieties out and return seed 

to the RTBG for their seed bank. This season we 

want to offer the first of them to you. We will be 

featuring varieties that are high in tetra-cis-

lycopene, a powerful antioxidant with particular 

health benefits for the heart and cancer fighting 

properties (especially prostate). Also new is Golden 

Eye, a cherry high in beta-carotene for eye health. 

Our seedlings are raised in unheated poly tunnels,

with  only essential bottom heat for the plants 

themselves,  because we want them hardy enough

to survive the cool  Tasmanian conditions.

We know you’ll find something to suit your

needs. If  you need some help, please let us

know.

Annette, Nevil & Becca

http://www.tngt.com.au/
mailto:info@tngt.com.au


SMALL TOMATOES

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

Highly flavoursome clusters of rich, oblong,  

yellow fruit, that increases in sweetness with  

ripening. Rates very highly in taste tests.

A  

E

•Salads •Dried •Snacks • Preserving •Medley

American heirloom cherry with beautifully  

pear-shaped fruit. Has good firm flesh, which  

preserves well, and has ornamental trusses of  

very attractive, abundant fruit.

A  

E

•Salads •Colour •Medley •Snacks

A deep purple-black, large round cherry  

originating from Russia. Even-sized, blemish-

free and full of taste. Sweet, rich flavour. One  

of our top 3 favourites.

A  

E

•Salads •Snacking • Medley

A stunning black bi-colour miniature tomato.  

Producing abundant trusses of 1cm fruit. Start  

off deep midnight blue, transition to pink,  

ruby and crimson red with purple shoulders.

A  

M

•Salads •Colour •Medley •Snacks

A stunning black bi-colour cherry, producing  

abundant trusses of 1cm fruit. Start off a deep  

midnight blue, transition to yellow-gold with  

purple shoulders.

A  

M

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads •Drying

Unusual elongated bi-colour cherries, like  

large olives. Gold with red stripes. Related to  

Bumblebee series. Score high in taste tests.

C  

M

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

A rich, warm brown standard cherry tomato.  

Great depth of flavour. Looks gorgeous and  

has a sweet flavour. Very heavy bearer. Very  

popular.

A  

E

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

Originating in England, this very tasty,  

prolific, small red cherry came to us from  

Richard Brunning, who has been growing it  

successfully in Tasmania for many years

A  

M

One of our most popular cherries for their  

long-yielding heavy crops of small, very sweet  

red fruit. Winner of 2017, 2018 & 2019 Tas.  

Garlic & Tomato Festival Tomato Taste Tests  

(cherry).

•Fresh •Salads •Mediterranean Dishes

A  

E

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

Just like bunches of red grapes, this tomato is  

early enough for a Christmas Day treat (maybe  

not in Tassie!). Excellent taste with a sweet  

flavour.

A  

E

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

Originating from Siberia, this ivory coloured  

cherry tomato is named after Carolyn Male  

who first saved the seed. Delicious flavours  

with lots of character and complexity.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

A very abundant bright yellow cherry tomato,  

produced on a low bush. One of our earliest to  

ripen. Produces two main flushes – one early  

and one late in season.

D

A  

E

•Fresh •Salads •Mediterranean Dishes

Very attractive large oblate golden-yellow  

cherry. Sweet, fruity flavour. Comes on early  

and holds on well throughout the season.

I

A  

E

•Salads •Fresh •Snacking •Preserving •Medley

Olive green when ripe. Masses of delicious  

large oval shaped cherries. Lovely sweet,  

tangy flavour often highly rated for flavour.

Stunning contrast in salads. Good choice in  

fruit fly zones.

I

A  

M

Very pretty pink fruit blushed with a golden  

peachy hue. Good to excellent flavour that  

endures well towards the end of the season.  

Large, round, even-sized, blemish-free and  

full of taste.

•Salads •Medley •Snacks •Cooking

I

A  

M

A very large (4cm) cherry variety, big 

enough to slice and use as a regular tomato. 

Rich, red, full bodied tomato flavour, 

mildly acidic. Very prolific! Disease 

resistant. A good combination of quantity, 

quality and reliability.

A

M

Fox

Very hardy, abundant producer of orange, 

grape-like cherries. Tasty miniature 

"Roma" style. Once fruiting has started, 

continues to produce throughout the 

season.

•Medley •Baking • Salads • Dried

C  

M

olden

A small, round, distinctive light orange 

cherry variety. Very high in beta-carotene, 

making it beneficial to eyesight. Very 

sweet.

•Fresh •Medley •Snacks •Salads

A

M

Golden

I

Green
Grape

GOLD
nuggetGrapeEye

I I I
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•Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Sauce



OFF THE TABLE

Tour our farm in an 
amazing gourmet  
food experience.

SMALL TOMATOES

A small salad tomato. An unusual oval shape  

with a pointy end. Great flavour and attractive  

appearance. Firm, crack-resistant flesh. Great  

in a salad.

•Salads •Roasting •Grilling •Fresh
•Preserving •Slicing

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Salads •Bottled •Drying

A popular prolific pink / yellow striped large  

round cherry. Firm fruit, crack resistant.  

Hangs well on the vine for long periods.

Stunning good looks.

I

C  

M

•Fresh •Salads •Preserving •Sauces

Small red cherry, pear-shaped. This tomato  

has been known in the USA since since the  

1700’s. Highly prolific. Stores well, looks good  

in salads, long producing. Very sweet.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Medley •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Tasty miniature Roma, prolific producer  

that stores well. Early through to late season.

Continues to produce. Very popular.

I

•Snack •Fresh •Medley •Salads

I
A jewel-like cherry with deep rose-red colour

and sweet flavour. Very prolific with up to 100 A

fruit per truss.
E

•Dried •Slicing •Fresh •Salads • Preserving

Yellow with pink/red stripes. Like its cousin,

Pink Bumblebee, this large cherry variety  

is a stunner and a heavy bearer late into the  

season.

I

C  

M

•Snacking •Salads

Very sweet small red cherry grown in masses.  

Among the sweetest of our cherries. It’s hard  

to stop eating them.

SD

A  

M

The perfect tomato for pots and patios. A

D

small, compact bush with continuous fruiting A

of red, large, cherry tomatoes.
E

•Salads •Medley •Fresh Snacks •Cooking •Fresh •Salads •Medley •Snacks •Preserving

A medium/large red cherry tomato. Full of  

taste with a sweet, rich flavour. Very prolific!  

We love them sliced in half, served with fresh  

basil pesto on a good rye toast!

I

A  

E

To book: visit, offthetable.io
or call us on, 0438 009 522

WORKSHOPS
New to TNG&T is our workshop series.  

Learn from both Nevil and Annette on a  

range oftopics.Keepaneye on ourFacebook  

page, contact us directly or sign up for our  

newsletter for further information on all  

upcoming workshops. Note: all workshops  

aresubjectto minimumbookings.

Huge clusters of (20-40) old-fashioned 

scarlet-red grape tomatoes, 30-35mm. The 

name means "giant bunch of grapes." Fruit 

has full, sweet, rich, tomato flavour. 75-85 

days.  The plants are very large and high 

yielding. German heirloom since 1856.

Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving •Medley 

I

Abundant crop of small, golden-orange 

round cherry tomato, very sweet and 

tender. Some levels of tetra-cys-lycopene, 

very good for heart health.

Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Medley

I

A

M

Small Sweet

This has quickly become one of our favourite,  

most reliable cherries. Refreshing, very sweet  

cherry with definite citrusy zing. Long and  

abundant producer. Firm fruit.

Excellent flavour.

•Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

I

C  

M

•Fresh Snacking •Salads •Garnish

Originating from Mexico. A rambling vine  

that produces thousands of small red, very  

sweet cherry tomatoes on gorgeous, jewel-like  

trusses. Does well in pots.

I

A  

E

•Fresh •Salads •Roasting •Mediterranean Dishes

Sweet cherry version of very popular Amish  

Paste. Excellent for a range of uses from salads  

to sauces. Falls easily from vine but good  

keeper. We love it.

I

A  

M

Orange

Special for the distinctive shape of its fruit. 

Beautiful trusses of very shiny, quite large, 

heart shaped cherry tomatoes. A special 

treat for Valentine’s Day.

Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Gift

W

M

One of the world’s smallest and sweetest 

tomatoes. Allow plenty of room for this 

large, sprawling bush and its masses of 

trusses of tiny red jewels. Perfect for 

children to snack on. The taste must be 

experienced.

Medley •Snacking • Salads

A

M

Wild
Sweetie

Valentine

W  

M

A

M

I

I



MEDIUM TOMATOES

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Produces pink globes with very good, tangy,  

balanced flavors. Juicy! A great salad tomato.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Sauces •Dried •Preserving

Originating from Scotland, this is a good  

cool climate tomato, excellent for Tasmania’s  

temperate Summers. Lovely even, round fruit,

abundant producer.

I

C  

L

•Fresh •Cooking •Grilling •Dried •Sauces

Amish heirloom out of Wisconsin, USA. One  

of the most versatile reds, Dense, Roma-like  

fruit, but more fleshy with extremely good  

flavour.

SD

W  

M

•Preserving •Slicing •Baking •Dried •Sauces

This firm yellow tomato is long plum shaped  

with a nipple tip. It was first developed in the  

US in the 1980’s. A good producer over a long  

period. Stores well.

SD

A  

M

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

A stunning, dark purple-mahogany, long slim  

plum. Delicious flavour, good producer over a  

very long period. Great for rich, flavoursome  

sauces.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Slicing •Sauces •Grilling •Preserving

Ripens to very deep red/purple-black. An

excellent black, very well suited to cooler,

short season climates. Rich, sweet earthy,

complex flavour. Crimean region origins.

I

C  

M

•Fresh •Slicing •Sauces •Grilling •Preserving

A well-known round black tomato originating  

from Russia. Good for cooler climates. Sweet  

earthy, flavour.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Salads •Medley •Snacks •Preserving

Attractive small medium round fruit. Red,  

gold striped with blue shoulders that turn  

black when ripe. Tangy flavour. Vigorous and  

highly producing.

I

A  

L

•Fresh •Salads •Medley •Snacks •Preserving

A very attractive small medium fruit, with  

tangerine-gold flesh and indigo-blue and gold  

striped skin. High in anthocyanins, with a  

slightly spicy smell. Savoury, umami flavour.

I

A  

E

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Red/yellow striped bi-colour. Elongated  

(paste). Grows in clusters of 3-5. Naturally  

wispy foliage. Few seeds, thick flesh. Good  

flavour.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Salads •Medley •Snacks •Preserving

Like a black sky dotted with yellow/white  

stars, with a red dawn at the base. Small  

medium fruit.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Snacking •Pastes •Sauces

An Italian, deep red, plum shaped tomato.  

This dependable heirloom produces an  

abundant crop of tasty paste tomatoes, rich in  

flavour. Fruits are firm and crack resistant.

I

A  

L

Pinkish-red medium plum of German origin.  

Very high yielding with huge amounts of  

perfect 3-4cm ball-shaped fruit in clusters of  

7-8.Good storing ability, both on and off the  

plant. Potato leaf.

•Salads •Grilling •Sauces •Slicing
•Fresh •Preserving

I

C  

L

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Very attractive. Medium round tomato.  

Excellent flavour. Red and orange streaks.

Good, consistent long-producing.

I

A  

M

Medium, smooth, round, deep pink fruit 

with a sweet, creamy flavour. Good in hot, 

dry and humid conditions but can also 

withstand cooler temperatures. Crack 

resistant. A good all-rounder. From the 

Ozark Mountains, Arkansas, USA. 

I

C  

M

Arkansas
Traveller

Medium sized, smooth round orange fruit 

with mild flavour. Small, sturdy plant, with 

rugose leaf, to little more than 1m, making 

it ideal for small spaces. Moderate levels of 

tetra-cys-lycopene make it good for heart 

health.

S

W

M

Alice

Exclusive to TNGT. Developed by us,

this  medium green beefsteak is the

result of an  unknown cross with the

very sweet, tasty  Green Grape. Long

and heavy bearing.

•Fresh •Slicing •Salads

I

A  

M

FOUR SPRINGS 

Green
Medium regular yellow-orange plum, pointed 

at blossom end. A high producing, very tasty 

and attractive variety that works just as well 

for eating fresh as cooking. Sweet-tart, fruity 

flavour. It is high in tetra-cis-lycopene, a 

particularly powerful antioxidant that is very 

beneficial for heart health. 

I

C  

M

Golden

BLACK 

SHADOW

Brewer

•Fresh •Salad •Bottling •Soup •Sauces

Fresh •Pastes • Salads • Slicing • Sauces

•Pastes •Bottled•Fresh •Dried •Sauces

Light



MEDIUM TOMATOES

•Salads •Slicing •Bottling •Dried •Sauces

Bi-colour. Green with deep blue shoulders  

ripening to olive-yellow with blue shoulders.

Vines produce prolific amounts of fruit.

Excellent tangy, citrusy taste.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Fresh •Bottled •Slicing •Dried

Light green with darker green stripes,  

yellowing as it ripens. Attractive, unusual  

colour. Gorgeous inside and out! One of  

Annette’s fav’s for taste and looks.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Salads •Drying •Mediterranean Dishes

Similar to Nipple but grows more in clusters.  

Very prolific. Fruit is very large cherry/small  

salad. Relatively dry but sweet. Came in

the pocket of an Italian lady from Naples in  

1950s.

I

A  

E

•Salads •Fresh •Slicing •Dried •Bottled

Smooth round red that is a medium size.  

Abundant, tasty, firm and attractive fruit that  

just keeps coming and that doesn’t crack.

Tolerates cool conditions very well.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Fresh •Bottled •Sauces

A Navajo Indian heirloom that is a bright  

Yellow-orange. Good production of beautiful  

blemish-free golden-globed fruit. Meaty and  

full of flavour.

I

M  

L

•Salads •Grilling •Slicing •Fresh •Bottled

Deep black on top, ripening to red on bottom.

The blackest of all black tomatoes. Very high

in antioxidants. Performs well in cool climate.

Out of Oregon, USA.

I

C  

M

•Salads •Grilling •Sauces •Slicing •Fresh •Bottled

A striking rich brown tomato for looks with  

extraordinary rich and complex flavours. Pear  

shaped and crack resistant. Long fruiting,  

extending late into the season.

I

A  

M

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Large enough to slice and as smooth as an  

apple. Slightly elongated, globe-shaped, and  

a beautiful canary-yellow colour. The flesh is  

thick, zingy and tangy. Heavy producer.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Fresh •Bottled

Yellow, fully ripening to a bright orange.  

Early ripening variety, continually producing  

abundant clusters of 4-6 fruit. Fruit is smooth  

and round, with a fine flavour.

I

A  

M

A small plum or pear-shaped tomato. The  

yellow skin is covered with olive and minty  

green specks. Aka Wild Boar Mint Julep.

Aka Michael Pollen. Pear shaped, refreshing  

flavour.

•Fresh •Salads •Mediterranean Dishes

I

A  

E

•Fresh •Grilled •Bottled •Sauces

A beautiful rich purple-black with dark grey-

green shoulders. Similar to Black Russian but  

better in our view. Complex fruit flavours. A  

must-try black, we love it!

I

C  

M

This low-growing Norwegian heirloom is well 

suited to cool, short Summers. The small-medium 

round fruit is dark red with dark red flesh. The 

flavour is strong, sweet and savoury. Fruiting is 

early and prolific.

D

C  

E

Imur
Prior Beta

Medium, smooth, slicing tomato; golden-

yellow fruits, some slightly oblong. Firm 

fleshy thick walls. Pleasing flavour; suits 

canning or fresh. Medium to high yield.

I

A

M

Ilse’s Orange 
LATVIAN

A very productive, Roma-type 

paste tomato but instead of the typical red 

color, they mature to a beautiful golden-

orange. Fruits are borne in clusters of about 

six, are meaty, sweet and excellent for 

paste and sauces.

D

A

M

Lady

•Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

D

C

E 

Medium sized, firm, round, red fruit with 

crack-resistant flesh, free from blemish. A 

good reliable early variety for its abundance 

and flavour. Usually sets fruit even in early 

colder weather, (however, do not try to keep 

early seed).

• Fresh •Slicing • Salads • Grilling • Bottling

SD

A

E

Elizabeth Legend

A medium-large, deep red beefsteak with 

meaty, deep red flesh. Prolific producer of 

firm, crack-resistant fruit that is free from 

blemishes. Excellent, rich flavour. A very 

early climate adaptable Russian heirloom.

• Fresh •Slicing • Salads • Grilling • Bottling

Moskovich

Medium round, yellow with red streaks. 

Fruit is very sweet. Very small leaves. 

Very old heirloom of unknown origin. 

Similar to, but not to be confused with, 

Tigerella.

Fresh •Slicing • Salad • Bottled • Grilling

I

Stripey
Mr

A

M

•Slicing • Salads • Preserving • Sauces •Sauce •Slicing • Salads • Preserving

•Cooking •Slicing •Bottled • Grilling

A small-medium round, red fruit, produced on a 

low growing bush, Very early. Well suited to 

cooler climates and short growing seasons. 

Abundant producer. Versatile.

SD

A

E



MEDIUM TOMATOES

Introducing our pride and joy! We discovered  

this beautiful accidental Tigerella cross a  

number of years ago and have been trialling it  

ever since for stability. Beautiful rich brick red  

colour with dark green stripes.

Very prolific, excellent flavour.

•Fresh •Salads •Slicing •Preserving •Grilling

•Salads •Slicing •Bottled •Grilling •Fresh

Clusters of fruit go through a number of  

beautiful colour changes to reach ripeness.  

Like many pinks, flesh is meaty, very sweet  

and juicy. Firm and crack-resistant.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Slicing •Preserving •Grilling •Fresh

A very unusual but attractive, smooth, purple-

black plum, with firm flesh, rare splitting. An

early and long producing Ukrainian heirloom.

Sweet, rich and earthy.

I

W  

E

•Salads •Slicing •Preserving •Grilling •Fresh

A stunningly beautiful bi-colour; indigo  

shoulders with warm red underbelly and red  

flesh. This medium beefsteak is very high in  

antioxidants, sweet and rich in flavour.

I

A  

M

•Soups •Grilling •Novelty •Fresh •Snacking •Salads

Beautifully ugly German heirloom.  

Traditionally carried on journeys, with  

segments torn off and eaten as required. Rich,  

juicy, acidic in flavour. Unique.

I

A  

M

•Cooking •Slicing •Bottled •Grilling

A popular and well known variety. As a paste,  

it is meaty, relatively dry, has few seeds.

Generally hardy and adaptable.

SD

W  

M

•Preserving •Cooking •Sauces •Slicing •Grilling

This Roma alternative is our preferred paste  

for ease of peeling and a number of cooking  

uses. Abundant cropper. Prefers warmth. A  

popular preserving tomato.

SD

W  

M

•Salads •Dried •Grilling •Fresh •Bottled •Slicing

A productive, long-bearing, round, red  

Australian variety with a wide range of uses.  

Rich, juicy flavour. Fairly rare. We love this  

more and more each year.

I

A  

L

Blood-red capsicum type with mandarin  

orange stripes. A firm, hollow tomato which  

looks great, especially baked and stuffed

or preserved in jars.

Produces late into the season.

•Cooking •Stuffing •Sauces

I

W  

M

•Salads •Dried •Grilling •Fresh •Bottled •Slicing

Good cool climate variety. Compact, bushy

plant. Good yields of sweet fruit. Produces

small medium, round red, shiny tomatoes

SD

C  

E

•Cooking •Dried •Sauces •Fresh •Slicing

“Satellite”. High yielding. Excellent, complex,  

earthy flavour. Fast becoming a favourite.  

Flattened globe with wrinkled base. Good  

cold tolerance. Russia.

SD

C  

E

•Cooking •Dried •Sauces •Fresh •Slicing

A very popular, very early small, smooth-

skinned, fruit. Excellent sweet, tangy flavour.  

Good for cool climates. Keep free of lower  

leaves to prevent powdery mildew. Potato leaf.

SD

C  

E

•Bottled •Salads •Fresh •Grilling •Slicing

A lemony-yellow colour fruit on a low  

growing bush. Meaty, very sweet fruit. Grows  

well in most areas, even coping well in hot,  

humid growing regions.

D

W  

E

An attractive, sweet, small-medium round, 

pink salad tomato, growing in prolific 

clusters on a tall growing vine. Tends to 

come on more heavily towards the end of 

the season. Old Swiss heirloom variety.

• Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

I

A

M

Rose
De Berne

Round bright golden, plum-sized fruits, 

thick, paste-like flesh. Creamy texture, 

good flavour. Indeterminate, thick, green 

foliage; mid-season

•Sauces •Slicing • Salads • Pastes

I

A

M

ℝ𝕠𝕌𝔾ℍ𝕎𝕆𝕆𝔻
𝔾𝕆𝕃𝔻𝔼ℕ
ℙ𝕃𝕌𝕄

Rich red oblong plum with orange/yellow 

stripes. A very attractive paste. Very meaty 

and good flavour. Excellent choice for 

intense, rich, thick sauces. Does best with 

warm, consistent growing conditions. 

American modern heirloom. 

•Drying •Sauce • Grilling • Preserving

I

W

M

Speckled Roman

Clusters of 5cm diameter round, bright -

orange fruit. Blemish-free, disease 

resistant, highly productive. Fragrant with 

a snappy tang; earthy notes. High levels of 

tetra-cis-lycopene, a strong antioxidant that 

has benefits for heart health.

• Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Bottling

I

A

M

Tangella
I

A  

E

Small to medium, heavily fluted, flattened, 

chocolate brown/purple fruit with green 

shoulders & dark red/purple flesh. Strong, 

sweet, rich, fruity, spicy, citrusy. Mexican 

heirloom.

Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

D

A

M

Purple
Calabash 



MEDIUM TOMATOES

LARGE TOMATOES

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Small-med round fruit. Heavy crop, mid-

late. Cool climate. Beautiful blue shouldered  

tomato with a red belly. High in antioxidants.

I

A  

M

•Grilling •Slow Roasting •Sauces •Slicing

Our “Winter” tomato. A very firm yellow  

plum that ripens slowly into the Autumn and  

Winter months. Stores exceptionally well,  

giving fresh tomatoes into August.

I

A  

L

•Slow Roasting •Stuffing •Sauces

Looks like a yellow bell capsicum. A tall,  

vigorous vine that bears well. Fruit has a large,  

almost hollow centre and firm, thick walls,  

making it perfect for stuffing.

I

W  

L

•Fresh •Salads •Slicing •Grilling •Sauces

Golden yellow flesh with red blush. Extra  

large fruit. Perfect if you like your tomatoes  

big, sweet, juicy and stunning. Does well in  

warmer conditions.

I

W  

L

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Large red round, sweet, versatile. The origin  

of this beauty is unknown but it never lets us  

down. Highly recommended.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Grilling •Sauces •Cooking •Slicing

Beautiful rich, deep black with dark green  

shoulders. Sweet, fruity, smoky, outstanding  

flavour. The more we grow this the more we  

love it! Good for short cool climates.

I

A  

M

•Sauces •Dried •Fresh •Medley •Slicing

Blue-black shoulders ripening to red-pink  

lower & base. Incredibly beautiful bi-colour  

tomato with very good flavour across a range  

of uses.

I

A  

M

•Cooking •Sauces •Pasta •Fresh

Med- Large irregular plum variety from the  

USA. Heavy, fleshy paste variety, perfect for  

cooking.

I

W  

M

Purple Verde  
Pueblo

The basis for Mexican  

salsa. Very versatile,  

round medium pale  

green fruit in a husk  

with crisp, sweet, tangy  

ftavour.

The basis for Mexican

salsa. Very versatile,

round small-medium

bright purple fruit in a

•Fresh •Salads •Dry Frying •Sauces I W M
husk with crisp, very

sweet, tangy ftavour.

•Sauces •Snacking •Dried •Fresh •Medley •Salads

Beautiful golf ball size. Purple fruit with green  

stripes. A very popular variety for both its  

taste and its incredibly good looks! Winner of  

many taste tests.

I

C  

L

Furry and sweet like a peach. Sister to the 

better known Yellow Wapsipinicon Peach, 

this all-pink variety is light, fruity and sweet 

to taste. Best enjoyed fresh, soon after 

harvest but will keep surprisingly well. 

Resistant to fruit fly due to furry skin.

•Fresh •Salads • Salads • Cooking

I

A

L

Wapsipinicon

Peach (PINK)

•Fresh •Salads •Slicing •Preserving •Grilling

Beautiful, round, even, attractive striped fruit.  

Very tasty. Winner of many taste tests. A very  

heavy and long crop is produced throughout  

the season.

I

A  

E

Medium-large classic oxheart-shaped 

salmon-orange tomatoes. Sweet & mild 

flavour. High yield and early maturing. 

Very beneficial for heart health & cancer 

fighting (especially prostate). American 

heirloom

• Fresh •Sauce • Grilling • Preserving •  Drying

I

Amish Yellowish 

Orange Oxheart 

•Fresh •Slicing •Cooking

Early black variety. Rose purple skin and brick  

red flesh. Origins from Cherokee Indian tribe,  

Tennessee,USA, pre-1890. Complex, sweet,  

rich, intense, smoky flavour.

I

A  

M

•Fresh •Slicing •Cooking •Salad •Grilling

A very robust variety, producing medium-

large, red round fruit that is firm, fleshy & 

crack resistant, with a wonderful smooth taste. 

Strong branches & regular rugose foliage. 

D

Cherokee 

RED
This has quickly become one of our favourite,  

most reliable cherries. Refreshing, very sweet  

cherry with definite citrusy zing. Long and  

abundant producer. Firm fruit.

Excellent flavour.

•Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

I

C  

M

Bullock’s 
Blood 

A

E

A  

L



LARGE TOMATOES

•Fresh •Salads •Slicing •Grilling •Sauces

A medium-sized red beefsteak from Italy with  

distinctive ribbing. Rich, robust flavour you  

would expect from a good Italian tomato.

Excellent choice for cooking.

I

W  

M

Very attractive heart with red and orange  

swirls. Mild, sweet flavour. Rare (Russia). Not  

only does it look beautiful but it’s versatile  

and great for cooking.

•Preserving •Cooking •Salads •Baking
•Slicing •Sauces

I

A  

L

•Salads •Grilling •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

A long-time popular heirloom. Consistent,  

reliable, good flavour and crack resistant.

While no doubt there are better flavoured reds  

this one is a good all-rounder.

I

A  

M

Yellow through to red skin combo, Yellow  

outer flesh through to red inner flesh.  

Excellent, sweet, fruity flavour. Beautiful  

range of colour in one tomato. Has to be sliced  

to be believed!

•Fresh •Salads •Slicing •Grilling •Sauces

I

A  

M
•Sauces •Grilling •Drying •Fresh 

•Preserving •Slicing

Originating from Budapest, this huge  

pink oxheart is reliable, productive and  

exceptionally flavoured.

I

W  

L

German origins. Brought to Tasmania in  

1830’s. Attractive red colour with slightly  

darker shoulder. Not a heavy yielder but  

worthwhile for sweet taste. Excellent choice  

for cooler temps.

•Grilling •Fresh •Sauces •Slicing

I

C  

L

•Pastes •Grilling •Sauces •Soup •Slicing

Family heirloom from Capri, Italy. A very  

heavy, dense, meaty paste tomato with very  

good flavour, for fresh or cooking. Thin skin,  

very easy to peel. Moderate producer.

I

W  

M

•Roasting •Grilling •Sauces •Slicing

This tomato has amazing keeping qualities,  

giving us fresh tomatoes well into Winter.  

Stores extremely well. Gorgeous watermelon-

coloured flesh.

SD

C  

L

This large sweet, lovable pink beefsteak came  

to us via another keen tomato enthusiast.  

Long producing, tolerant of a range of  

conditions, I don’t think we’ve yet seen the  

best of it.

•Salads •Grilling •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

I

A  

M

Attractive globe to heart-shaped fruit and a 

beautiful golden-orange color. The flesh is 

juicy and tasty with thick walls and very 

few seeds. They are slightly tart and not 

sweet for an orange color.

•Slicing • Salads • Grilling • Sauces

I

A

L

Faribo

Goldheart

This tomato impresses with its sheer size, 

beautiful colour & delicious sweet flavour. 

A fantastic fleshy tomato to slice thickly 

and enjoy fresh. Also great for saucing.

Fresh •Saucing • Grilling • Slicing

A

L

Lithuanian

•Salads •Cooking •Preserving •Slicing

Excellent, rich classic tomato flavour,  

attractive patterns in flesh. This is the classic  

red that we always go back to, for its flavour,  

versatility and reliability.

I

A  

M

•Salads •Decorative •Fresh •Juicing •Frying

Round, even, meaty and juicy, deliciously  

sweet. Great colour. If you’ve never tried  

a green tomato, we suggest this one for its  

wonderful flavour and stunning colour.

I

A  

E

•Salads •Grilling •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

Reputedly named by an American tomato  

grower, who is said to have paid off his  

mortgage in 6 years by selling these tomatoes.

Great flavour. Heavy producer.

I

W  

M

Compact, low growing plant producing heavy 

yields of smooth-skinned, medium-large 

orange fruits, flattened-globe shaped. Mild, 

sweet flavour, with a hint of acid. Juicy, firm 

and fleshy. Beneficial for heart health. 

Disease resistant. North Carolina, USA

Fresh •Slicing • Salads • Grilling • Bottled

A

L

Mountain

•Cooking •Grilling •Dried •Preserving •Slicing

From France. Heart shaped, paste. Large  

meaty fruit of good flavour. Well suited for  

cooking. A very popular tomato among long-

time home gardeners.

I

W  

M

Extra-large to giant beefsteak Fleshy, sweet 

fruit with well-balanced flavours. Good 

levels of tetra-cis-lycopene, very beneficial 

for heart & prostate health. Named after 

seedsman Chuck Wyatt, USA

A

M

Chucks 
Golden 

For those who love a large, fleshy tomato 

to slice thickly and enjoy fresh, this is 

perfect. This large, red, juicy beefsteak is 

rich in flavour. Very good for sauces. 

Hungarian heirloom.

• Fresh •Sauce • Grilling • Slicing

I

A

L

Hungarian 
Giant

•Fresh •Slicing •Cooking •Salad •Grilling

I

I

D

Gold

GIANT

’ Costoluto
Genovese



LARGE TOMATOES

•Salads •Grilling •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

Originating out of the USA. Rich pink/purple  

with dark green stripes A very sweet, tangy,  

juicy and stunningly beautiful beefsteak.

I

W  

M

•Salads •Sauces •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

This is a very good tasting variety of tomato  

with firm meaty flesh and good looks. The  

moderately productive fruit are a lovely pink  

with green shoulders.

I

A  

M

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

A longstanding favourite among tomato lovers  

who simply want a large, sweet, thick, juicy  

slab of tomato on toast or grilled with a steak.

A great all-rounder.

I

A  

M

Given to us by a friend in southern Tasmania,  

this very sweet large round red is very

well adapted to Tasmania’s cooler growing  

conditions.

I

C  

M

•Cooking •Preserving •Fresh •Sauces •Slicing

Has French origins. Reliable disease resistant  

heirloom, with good shape, yield and flavour.

Good all-rounder and long-time  

favourite of many.

I

C  

E

•Salads •Grilling •Fresh •Preserving •Slicing

I love this yellow! We find it to be quite hardy  

as well as being very sweet and fruity. Canary  

yellow, ripening to deep yellow gold when  

very ripe. Developed in Melbourne.

I

A  

M

Sauce makers LOVE this tomato. Despite 

it’s heavy ribbing, it’s dense, rich, 

flavoursome & easy to peel, making it the 

perfect saucing tomato.

I

C  

M

Periforme

This longtime favourite Australian 

heirloom produces large, heart -shaped, pink 

fruit with thick, meaty flesh and few seeds. 

Robust, tangy flavour. A good all-rounder.

I

A

L

Pink

Large red/pink beefsteak, uniform in shape. 

Rich, sweet flavour. Heavy bearing.  

Russian heirloom. Potato leaf.

• Fresh •Slicing • Salads • Sauce • Preserving

SD

A

M

Raspberry

100 year old heirloom tomato, from Tobolsk, 

Russia, north of Siberia. Round, light yellow 

to orange fruit with excellent sweet flavours 

with perfect acid  balance. Rare.

• Fresh •Slicing • Salads • Grilling • Preserving

C  

M

Extra-large/giant golden-orange beefsteak 

tomato. Sweet &  fruity. Contains good 

levels of tetra-cis-lycopene, very beneficial 

for heart health. American heirloom.

• Fresh •Juice • Slicing • Grilling • Sauce

I

A

M

WestVirginia
A medium-large heart shape that is yellow-

orange in colour. Meaty and juicy with 

thick flesh, deliciously sweet and fruity. 

Moderate producer.

• Fresh •Pastes • Sauce • Juicing • Slicing

I

C  

M

Yellow

•Preserving •Cooking •Baking •Dried •Sauces

Very large, sweet and juicy. Can grow to 2kg.  

Cold tolerant. Came from an old German  

gentleman who lived on the snowline.

Perfect for Tasmania.

I

A  

M

Oxheart

•Paste •Sauces •Soup •Fresh •Preserving •Dried

Sweet, fleshy and fruity. This Australian  

variety rivals many well known Italian paste  

tomatoes. A good producer of attractive,  

somewhat odd-shaped heavy, meaty fruit.

I

A  

M

From Calabria, Italy almost 100 years ago. 

This very tasty red, coreless, pear is ideal 

for peeling and any kind of cooking.

Baking •Pizza • Dried •Sauces• Preserving

W

M

Nonno’s
Italian Pear

•Salads •Fresh •Slicing

A dark, rich purple-brown with green  

shoulders. A soft fruit, with a rich, earthy,  

exotic flavour. We grow this every year  

because we love it!

I

A  

M

Strawberry-shaped, bright-orange large 

oxheart with a distinct tip. Fleshy fruit, 

with few seeds. Sweet, rich, complex taste. 

Vigorous, indeterminate, regular-leaf plant 

with average yields. Modern heirloom from 

USA. 

I

C  

M

Orange

Polish heirloom dating prior to 1900. Dark 

pink, flattened fruit with thin skin to 600g. 

Flesh is firm & low in acid. Rich, complex, 

sweet & luscious. Potato Leaf.

• Dried •Slicing • Salads • Sauce • Preserving

I

A

M

SOLDAKI

D'Abruzzo

I

I

Strawberry

Oxheart

Fresh •Grilling • Slicing • Bottled

• Soup •Slicing • Salads • Sauces • Preserving

• Pastes •Bottling • Pastes • Drying

•Sauce •Slice •Grilling •Paste •Soup



DWARF TOMATOES

•Fresh •Salads •Grilling •Sauces •Preserving •
Slicing

Modern heirloom bred in the Barossa Valley,  

SA. Cross between Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye and  

Rosella Purple. Fruit is very juicy, tender with  

a delicious, well-balanced flavour.

SD

A  

M

An early to mid-season purple-brown beefsteak  

with richly coloured flesh. Aptly named after  

the native Australian flower. Originating from  

an early cross with Paul Robeson, its sweet and  

tangy balanced flavours can only be good!

•Fresh •Salads •Grilling •Sauces
•Preserving •Slicing

SD

A  

M

An increasingly popular Tasmanian selected  

variety. Medium beefsteak. Brown/brick-red  

skin with richly coloured flesh is full of sweet,  

rich flavour

•Fresh •Salads •Grilling •Sauces
•Preserving •Slicing

SD

A  

E

Tasmanian PLUM PUDDING
Traditional plum

GF AVAILABLE ORDER NOWFOR  
CHRISTMAS

pudding witha

Tassie twist.

Call Annette on
0438 009 522

Mid - 65-79 days.

KE Y

Continuously growing vine,  

will need staking.

Reaches no more than 1.5m.  

Needs staking.

Low growing then stops.  

One flush of fruit. May need  

staking.

Will tolerate cooler climate,  

within reason.

Will tolerate warm climate.

Late - 80-100 days.

I Indeterminate -

SD Semi-Determinate -

D Determinate -

C Cool Tolerant -

W Warm Tolerant -

A Adaptable - Will reasonably tolerate a wide

climate range.

E Early - 55-64 days.

M

L

Information given is a guide only.  Results will 

vary according to  locality, soil conditions and

climate.

Pineapple Ground Cherries

A distant cousin of the tomato. A small, very sweet,  

pineapple-flavoured fruit, growing in a papery husk  
on a low growing, sprawling bush. Needs similar  

conditions to tomatoes. Extremelypopular.

Small-medium round, rich brown fruits with 

flavour that varies between mild and sweet to rich 

and tasty. This modern heirloom was developed in 

the Barossa Valley, Dwarf Tomato Project, it’s 

named after the city of Bundaberg, famous for its 

rich brown rum.

•Fresh •Grilling • Sauce • Slicing • Bottled 

SD

A

E

Bundaberg

Regular leaf dwarf variety that produces 

oblate medium sized fruit that ripen to a brick 

red, chocolate hue. The flavor is well balanced 

and mild, and the variety is quite prolific.

• Fresh •Saucing • Salads • Grilling• Preserving

Sleeping 
Lad

A regular leaf dwarf variety that produces 

slightly oblate medium to large fruit that 

ripen with green flesh and clear skin. The 

flavor is well balanced and sweet, and the 

variety is quite prolific.

•Fresh •Salsa • Salads • Slicing

SD

A

M

Summertime 

Medium to large oblate fruit that ripens to 

a crimson pink colour. The flavor is well 

balanced, on the sweet side, and the variety 

is quite prolific. Sweet Adelaide is a 

regular leaf dwarf variety. 

•Fresh •Snacking • Salads • Preserving

SD

A

M

Sweet

Small-medium globe-shaped green fruit, 

with some pink or yellow bushing at the 

blossom end. Sweet & tangy. Dark green 

rugose potato leaf.

•Fresh •Salsa • Salads • Slicing

SD

A

M

Jade

Small round pinkish-purple with gold 

stripes & purple streaks. Unusual but tasty 

with some tanginess & lingering umami 

flavour

• Fresh •Slicing • Grilling • Bottled

Gondwana
Lightning Beauty

Green Adelaide

y

Rumball

SD

A

M

SD

A

E

Tetra-cis-lycopene –

Heart health & cancer fighting

Beta carotene – Eye health



There will be all manner of delicious food and beverage  

vendors to choose from. Stallholders with crafts andother  

products, the kid’s corral with face painting, music, games,  

demos and more!

Be sure to check out the tasting tent and vote for your  

favorite type of tomato and garlic, or even join one of our  

competitions with your best tomato or garlic product or  

artwork!

Sunday March 21, 2021

Selbourne

www.tgtf.org.au

TOMATO PRODUCTS

TNGT is proud to assist the TGTF committee through sponsorship and by  
playing host to this increasingly popular annual event on ourfarm.

Call TNG&T on 0 4 3 8  0 0 9  522.  Or visit us at 3 3 8  Four Springs Rd, Selbourne.

SEED
We have seeds for most of our tomato varieties for 

purchase all year round. You can find our range on our 
website www.tngt.com.au , or you can call us or email to

discuss your needs. 

FRUIT
All of our produce is grown seasonally, in the ground, using
organic and biological practices. Fresh tomatoes and other 

Summer offerings are available from early January through to 
late May/early June. Purchase from the farm, at Launceston’s 

Harvest Market, online or from selected stores.

SEEDLINGS
Seedlings are available throughout October and November 
until sold out. You can visit our farm any day of the week,

come to our special seedling sale days or order online.

http://www.tgtf.org.au/
http://www.tngt.com.au/

